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a pedagogy for
renewal



We are a Franciscan Community of Practice
in Church and social renewal. 



Pedagogy is the theory and practice of how we teach, based on the science of

how we learn. Because change, be it personal, social or systemic, is at its core a

process of learning, we believe that change leadership needs a pedagogy.

We practice a proven, Franciscan pedagogy for leading organisational and

cultural renewal that is drawn from the example of St Francis, St Clare and

the early Franciscan movement. 



Renewal is something more than  Church growth and revitalisation. Our

approach at The Francis Project starts with attending to and healing the past,

before attempting to rebuild the future. We believe Church and social

renewal is an ongoing and repeat process of individually and corporately

choosing to "repent and believe." ~Mark 1.15 



a growing
practice
Our Community of Practice work together to

develop and disseminate Franciscan pedagogy

and to host our annual School. Our gatherings

are designed to provide space for deep inner

renewal and reorientation around personal

vocation, in a loving context that honours each

person's calling and denominational

experience. We also provide training in current,

evidence-based strategies for leading social and

cultural change. 

our pedagogy

Franciscan pedagogy is drawn from St Francis

of Assisi's evangelical vision as it was embodied

by the early Franciscan movement. It provides

a method in how to lead corporate healing and

transformation, and reestablish trust within the

Church and between the Church and society. It

comprises three movements:

Begin with Experiential Reflective Practice;

Form Itinerant Communities of Practice; and

Curate and Demonstrate Gospel Narratives.



Begin with Experiential Reflective

Practice

"Heal the sick, raise the dead ..."
 Matthew 10.8

At The Francis Project we intentionally

begin with a focus on micro-identity

transformation.. We see the ongoing

renewal of individuals  as symbiotic with

the process of leading corporate renewal.

We draw this from the lived-experience of

the early Franciscans , as they rediscovered

and embodied Jesus' commission in

Matthew 10.8 to place the healing and

freedom of individuals at the centre of

their ministry.   

Mornings at our School always begin with

a time for silence, where participants can

spend time alone with God. We provide

optional access to traditional Morning

Prayer, Mass and Adoration and to engage

in private reflection using indoor and

outdoor spaces, art materials and scripture

studies. After morning tea, participants

move into a facilitated small group, during

which they have the opportunity to share

areas of conflict for them at present.

We practice a pedagogy that prioritises

attending to the human experience and

asks the question, "Where is there an

absence of shalom in my life or ministry

right now?" 



Form Itinerant Communities of Practice

As you go, proclaim the message, 

"The Kingdom of God has come near."

 Matthew 10.7

After the morning Silence,  participants

begin to engage in group work , during

which they select an issue of mutual

interest or challenge to workshop. Our

trained facilitators model a format for

conflict and narrative analysis that can be

easily replicated in other settings. 

The way that Francis led renewal in the life

of the Church was by embedding a

community of practice (the Franciscans)

within the structure of the institutional 

Church as it was. That community

became like yeast that leavened the dough.

In pedagogical terms, they were  a

community of practice that had a shared

domain (a sphere of influence),

community life (relationships that lasted

longer than a conference) and practice

(they were developing skills in their shared

craft over time, and learning from each

other).  We understand this to be how

meso-identities (those shared by a group)

are renewed. 

The Franciscans did this in a distinctively

itinerant way, and so we engage in group

work in a way that is geographically,

socially and culturally itinerant. 



Curate and Demonstrate Gospel

Narratives

"Freely you have received; freely give." 

Matthew 10.7

Afternoons at our School offer seminars

about change leadership methodology.

Participants also experience our signature

Franciscan performances, during which

members of our team demonstrate from

real-life examples in their own leadership,

how to create and present transformative

narratives.  

As well as bare feet and grubby tunics, the

Franciscans were known for their songs,

poems and dramatic gestures during street 

preaching ... even dancing before the Pope.

They were cutting-edge in the way that

they engaged the arts in minimalist and

culturally accessible ways, which is why the

third element of Franciscan pedagogy is

engaging the arts to create new Kingdom-

narratives.  We believe this is still primarily

how meta-narratives change and cultures

shift: symbolic events, public apologies,

concerts, films, documentaries and songs

that detail the truth of human history and 

 envisage the Reign of God. 

In The Francis Project we work with

participants to create ideas for expressing

truth, lament, repentance and Gospel-

narratives in their context.



join us in 2023
thefrancisproject.com

           


